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Abstract: Software Testing is an important activity in Software Development Life Cycle 

(SDLC). Software testing is a process of executing a program or application with the intent of 

finding the bugs. Testing is expensive and prone to mistakes and oversights when manually 

performed. The testing cost can be reduced by reducing the size of test suite. There are some 

modules within software that are more critical to the software’s operation than others. Error 

in modules with high criticality is accountable directly or indirectly, for causing the high 

failure rate of the overall software .The test cases are then prioritized for testing based on 

their estimated criticality. Then the prioritized test cases (TC) are selected by using Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The proposed work implements Binary Constrained 

Particle Swarm Optimization (BCPSO) for selecting test cases out of a large pool of test 

cases. Modified PSO integrated with local search mechanisms (hill climbing and forward 

selection) is implemented to refine the solutions provided by Binary Constrained Particle 

Swarm Optimization (BCPSO). 
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1. Introduction 

Software engineers apply the principles of software engineering to the design, development, 

maintenance, testing and assessment of the software that make computers or anything 

containing software work. Software engineering process is to achieve a high quality, software 

and always follows a software development life cycle process. One of the main activity in 

every software development life cycle is the software testing. Software testing process 

requires a great deal effort with a human interface. Software testing is a technique of 

assessing the functionality of a software program. Software testing is a process used to 

identify the correctness, fullness, and quality of developed computer software.  

 

A moderate size application generally consists of a number of components. The components 

interact among themselves through a number of operations. It is not always feasible to test the 

components and their possible interactions thoroughly within the available test budget. It is 

also not needed to conduct more testing for ensuring the success of a product. There are some 

components within software that are more critical to the software’s operation than others. 
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Error in components with high criticality is accountable directly or indirectly, for causing the 

high failure rate of the overall software .The test cases are then prioritized for testing 

according to their estimated criticality. 

 

In TC optimization, prioritization and selection of test cases are the two important solutions . 

Test case (TC) prioritization and selections are closely related. It is experimentally observed 

that defects follow a Pareto distribution where 80% of all defects are found in 20% of the 

modules [3]. The presence of defects in some parts of the source code may cause frequent 

failures compared to that in other parts. Test suites frequently develop very large over many 

releases, such that it is not practical to re-execute all test cases within limited resources. Test 

case(TC) prioritization rearranges the test cases according to certain criteria, such that the test 

cases with higher priority are executed earlier. The main objective of the test case 

prioritization is to increase the fault detection rate. However, it is difficult to discover the 

fault detection information until the testing is finished. Thus, test case prioritization 

techniques rely on surrogates, hoping that early satisfying of these surrogates will lead to 

increasing the fault detection rate. 

 

Once the priority of a test case is determined, our test case selection procedure selects test 

cases from a pool of test cases. In our approach, selection of a finite number of test cases 

from a large pool of test cases turns out to be a computationally intractable. It is because not 

only the test cases that test the higher priority components should be selected. The prioritized 

test cases (TC) are selected based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The 

proposed work implements Binary Constrained Particle Swarm Optimization (BCPSO) for 

selecting test cases out of a large pool of test cases. Modified PSO integrated with local 

search mechanisms (hill climbing and forward selection) is implemented to refine the 

solutions provided by Binary Constrained Particle Swarm Optimization (BCPSO). The 

proposed algorithms were evaluated using real world test suites of mobile devices domain. 

 

2. Related work 

 

Chhabi Rani Panigrahi [2] proposed a novel regression test case prioritization technique 

based on an analysis of a dependence model for object-oriented programs. It first constructs 

an intermediate dependence model of a program from its source code. When the program is 

customized, the model is updated to reflect the changes. Proposed regression TCP technique 

Heuristic based-Regression Test Prioritization (H-RTP). It is based on analysis of a 

dependency model extended system dependency graph (ESDG) for object oriented programs. 

More specifically, this technique first selects test cases based on an analysis of control and 

data dependencies as well as dependencies arising from object relations. Then, H-RTP 

prioritizes test cases by assigning decreasing weights to affected nodes in the ESDG model. 

Some of the activities in HRTP such as constructing the ESDG model, collecting test 

coverage information, marking the test coverage information on ESDG model and updating 

an ESDG model. 

 

Rubing Huang [5] proposed a new “aggregate strength prioritization” method, for joining the 

interface coverage at distinct strengths. In testing, it is often assumed that all combinatorial 

test cases have equal fault finding ability, however it has been shown that the execution order 

of an interaction test suite’s test cases might be serious, especially when the testing resources 

are inadequate. To improve testing cost effectiveness, TC in the interaction test suite can be 

prioritized, Test case(TC) prioritization is used to list the test cases in an order, so as to, 

according to some criteria; test cases with higher priority are executed earlier in the testing 
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process. A well prioritized test sequence may improve the likely hood of detecting faults 

earlier, which may be especially important when testing with limited test resources. A well 

documented function is a weighted average of the percentage of faults detected (APFD) 

(Elbaum et al., 2002), which is a measure of how quickly a test sequence can detect faults 

during the execution. The APFD metric, which has been used in practical testing, has a range 

of (0, 1), with higher values implying faster rates of fault detection. Two requirements of the 

APFD metric are that (1) all test cases in a test sequence should be executed; and (2) all faults 

should be detected. 

 

Adisriikanth [1] proposed an approach to solve the problem of Test Case Optimization by 

applying ABC algorithm. In the proposed method each test case (TC) would represent a food 

source and the goal of the approach would be to find best food sources. The food source 

location represents to a possible solution of the optimization problem and the nectar amount 

corresponds to the quality (fitness) of the associated solution. Initially the program is fed to 

the Test Case optimization tool, which converts the program into a corresponding Control 

Flow Graph (CFG). Now from control flow graph, the independent paths from the start node 

to the end node are generated. Each independent path would comprise number of normal 

nodes and predicate nodes. Every independent path would represent a Test Case [1].Now the 

ABC algorithm is applied to generate an Optimal Test suite by generating optimal test data 

which would traverse through the independent paths and hence into to the test cases. 

 

Chunrong Fang [4] proposed ordered sequences of program entities to improve the 

effectiveness of test case prioritization. Test case prioritization rearranges test cases to 

improve the efficiency of testing. The execution frequency profiles of test cases are collected 

and transformed into the ordered sequences. The purpose of similarity based techniques is to 

maximize the diversity of selected test cases. The variety of test cases is computed by a 

certain distinction measure between each pair of test cases. Consequently, this will increase 

the chance of detecting faults as early as possible if we maximize the diversity of the test 

cases. Similarity-based techniques are mainly classified into two types: distribution- based 

and adaptive random testing (ART)-inspired. Distribution-based techniques cluster test cases 

according to their dissimilarities. Clusters and nearby points can be used to guide test case 

selection and test case prioritization. We propose several novel similarity based test case 

prioritization techniques based on the farthest-first ordered sequence (FOS) algorithm and 

greed-aided-clustering ordered sequence (GOS) algorithm. 

 

3. Methodology 

 
The Proposed strategy is used to solve the problem of Test Case Prioritization and 

Optimization using BCPSO Algorithm. Software testing is the process of executing and 

evaluating a program with the intent of finding error(Myers 1979). Software testing mainly 

focuses on any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system 

and finding that it meets its specification requirements (Hetzel 1988) [6]. There are some 

components within software that are more critical to the software’s operation than others. 

Error in components with high criticality is accountable directly or indirectly, it cause the 

high failure rate of the overall software .The test cases (TC) are then prioritized for testing 

according to their estimated criticality.  It is ineffective to re execute every test cases for 

every program function if once change occurs. Test case (TC) prioritization is to be listed 

based on higher priority than lower priority to meet some performance goal.  
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In this technique each test cases are assigned a priority. Priority value is set according to 

some criterion and test cases with highest priority are listed first. The test cases those 

prioritized are selected based on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. In the 

proposed work, it implements Binary Constrained Particle Swarm Optimization (BCPSO) for 

selecting test cases out of a large pool of test cases. Modified PSO integrated with local 

search mechanisms (hill climbing and forward selection) to refine the solutions provided by 

Binary Constrained Particle Swarm Optimization (BCPSO). 

 

3.1 Overall design 

Fig. 1 shows the overall design of the proposed system. 

 

 
Fig .1 Overall Designs 

 

A test case is a detailed procedure that fully tests a feature or an aspect of a feature.  It may 

take many test cases to determine that a software program or system is considered sufficiently 

scrutinized to be released. Given a test suite T = {��	,��,��, . . .,��	} of n test cases, a 

candidate (subset) solution is represented as a binary vector t = (��, ��, ��,. . ., ��), in which �� 
ϵ {0,1}indicates the presence (1)or absence (0)of the test case T
 among the subset of selected 

TCs. Test suite for the mobile device is written and few test cases are selected to compute the 

effort. Table 1 shows the test case for mobile device. 

 

Table 1: Test Case for Mobile Device 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test 

case id 

Test case      

name 

Test data Expected 

output 

T0 UUID *318# UUID 

T1 Mobile 

number 

  4 Mobile 

number 

T2 Mobile 

number 

43351048

402 

Mobile 

number 

T3 Landline 

number 

785 Landline 

number 
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Test execution effort is calculated to compute the test suites execution time (which is the 

constraint in our optimization search process). Test suite’s effort is computed based on the 

estimated time spent to manually execute each test case. Based on its specification the effort 

of executing each test is calculated; generally test specification includes precondition, 

procedure and post conditions. The effort indicates the cost (in time) needed to manually 

execute each test case on a particular mobile device. In the search process, the effort of the 

selected test cases (TC) is used as a constraint. Formally, each test case ��	ϵT has a cost 

scoreC�	. The complete cost of a solution t is calculated by using  Eq(1).   

Cost( t) = � C�	�,����
                                           (1)        

Where, C�	 is the cost of each test case t�	. 
Forward Selection (FS) is a bottom up search procedure which builds a solution by iteratively 

adding new nodes to an empty set, until a stopping state is reached. The BCPSO-Forward 

Selection (FS) algorithm is similar to BSPSO, however, at every BCPSO iteration, the 

Forward Selection (FS) algorithm is used as a local search mechanism in order to refine each 

particle (solution). Each particle produced by BCPSO is given as an input to the FS, which 

refines the particles until the FS stopping criterion is reached. The Hill Climbing is a local 

search algorithm that starts with a random solution to a problem. At each iteration, this 

algorithm generates candidate solutions by performing small changes to the current solution. 

.A set of ‘n’ solutions S=	{��, . . . , ��} are generated at each iteration. Each neighbor is 

derived from the current solution by inverting the value of a randomly chosen �� ϵ t. It 

performs general changes in the existing solution t in order to refine the search in the region 

being currently explored. The solution t is reorganized using Eq (2) 

t=� ŝ	,				��		���� ��(ŝ	) > ���� ��	(�)
�	,					"�ℎ $%�� 																																			                   (2)                                                               

 

The BCPSO-HC method obtains the best result when compared to the BCPSO-FS. The 

outcome of BCPSO-HC is given as an initial solution for the test case prioritization. By using 

BCPSO-HC technique the prioritized test cases (TC) are optimized. 

 

3.1.1 Test case prioritization. 

 
The test cases are then prioritized for testing according to their estimated criticality.  It is 

inefficient to re execute every test cases for every program function if once change occurs. 

Test case (TC) prioritization is to be listed based on higher priority than lower priority to 

meet some performance goal. In this technique each test cases are assigned a priority. Priority 

value is set according to some condition and test cases with highest priority are scheduled 

first. Fig 2 shows the test case prioritization and optimization. 
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Fig 2. Overall design of Test Case prioritization and optimization 

 

3.1.2 Component Dependency Diagram 

 

A component dependency diagram (CDD) is a directed graph. Each node of a CDD 

corresponds to a component of the program. A component is a basic executable unit. In a 

procedure-oriented program, a component can be a function where as it is as simple as a class 

in object-oriented program. A component dependency diagram represents the program in a 

single diagram. However, unlike a DFD which represents a program in a hierarchy of 

diagrams, a CDD represents a program in a single diagram. Also, a CDD captures control 

aspects unlike DFDs which represent data flows alone. Further, the nodes of a DFD may or 

may not correspond to the functions of a program. We can view a CDD as a simplified form 

of a system dependence graph (SDG) but, a CDD does not have as many types of edges as 

SDG. Once the intermediate graph (CDD) is constructed, we use it to extract slices with 

respect to various scenarios for prioritizing components. 

 

3.1.3 Test Case Prioritization 

 
The source code of the test case is given as the input for the program slicing. Slicing is a 

popular program analysis technique. The slice of a program with respect to some program 

point p and variable x consists of all statements and predicates of the program that might 

affect the value of x at point p. For a program not having function calls, the slice with respect 

to any variable x can be obtained using a program dependence graph.In the proposed work it 

extract the for ,if, else if loop from the source code. Let Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ k be the various use cases 

of a program. The operational profile of the program assigns each use case Ui a probability pi 

, such that 

 

� p�	
'

(��
= 1 

Let fi ( j ) is the frequency of j -th scenario of i -th use case such that   ∑ �(	(+),-./��� = 1, 

  

Where �0�( is the total number of scenarios of i-th use case. Then, the probability of 

execution of k-th scenario of i -th use case is p(i ) ∗ fi (k).Once the probability is determined, 

the priority value is assigned for each test cases. 
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3.1.4 Test Case Selection using BCPSO-HC 

 
Each particle produced by BCPSO iteration is given as an initial solution to the HC. Which 

refines it until the HC stopping criterion is reached.It starts with a random solution to a 

problem, and progressively tries to find better solutions by using a local search operator. At 

each iteration, this algorithm generates candidate solutions by performing small changes to 

the current solution (these solutions are said to be the neighbors of the current solution).The 

best candidate solution of one iteration becomes the new current solution only if it yields a 

better fitness value than the previous one. This process stops when no better neighbors to the 

current solution can be found. The solution t is reorganized using  Eq(3) 

t=� ŝ	,				��		���� ��(ŝ	) > ���� ��	(�)
�	,					"�ℎ $%�� 																																			                   (3)                                                               

This process is repeated until a maximum number of restarts is performed. The final solution 

returned by the algorithm is the best solution of all random restarts. 

4. Results 

 

The test cases are prioritized and optimized to reduce the time taken to execute the test cases. 

To implement this system, a test suite is written for the mobile application and test case is 

generated automatically. Then component dependency diagram is generated for the mobile 

number, sms and sim card number test cases. Once the intermediate graph (CDD) is 

constructed, extract slices with respect to various scenarios for prioritizing components. Then 

optimize the test cases after prioritizing it. 

 

 

 
 

Fig  3. Component Dependency Diagram 

 

Fig 3 shows the component dependency flow of mobile number test case. It shows how the 

components are depended. In main function it calls the MobileNumber, Messaging and 

SimNum functions. 
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Fig  4. Loop Extraction 

 

Fig 4 shows the slices of the source code of test cases. Test cases are generated for mobile 

number, sim card number and for the sms. From the source code of these test cases it extract 

the for , if, and else if loop.  

 

 
 

Fig 5 . Frequency of test case execution 

 

Fig 5 shows the frequency of test case execution. After extracting the slices in the program, it 

check how many times each test cases executed under the environment for the time period 

500ms.and also it calculate the time taken to execute each test cases for calculating the 

priority of test cases. 

 
 

Fig 6 . Priority computed for each test case 
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Fig 6 shows the priority calculated for each test case. The test cases corresponding to the 

priority value is shown in fig 7. 

 

 
 

Fig 7 . Test cases corresponding to the priority value 

 

The test cases are optimized after prioritizing it. Fig.8 shows the output of BCPSO-HC. It 

shows the test cases in the global positions that match both expected and the current result is 

same. The local search algorithm HC refines the solutions provided by BCPSO by 

performing a local search. 

 

 
 

Fig 8 . Optimized test cases using BCPSO-HC 

 

5. Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the proposed system is measured based on number of test cases 

optimized. The test cases are optimized using BCPSO-HC technique. The HC is a simple 

iterative local search algorithm that starts with a random solution to a problem, and 

progressively tries to find better solutions by using a local search operator. The current 

solution is then returned as the solution for the search process. The solution is represented by 

a binary vector t. The algorithm starts with an empty solution (i.e., with all tj = 0), and then 

performs several iterations, each one potentially producing a new better solution, until the 

adopted stopping criterion  is reached. 
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                                         Fig 9 : Performance Analysis 

The test case optimization after prioritizing given the best performance, since it reduces the 

number of test cases. Fig 9 shows the performance analysis of the optimized test cases. The 

number of test cases optimized after test case prioritization is minimum as compared to the 

test cases optimized without prioritization. Table 2 shows the optimized test cases with and 

without prioritization. 

                                                 Table 2 : Optimized test suits 

Sl No Test cases with 

prioritization 

Test cases without 

prioritization 

1 8 19 

2 5 14 

3 12 25 

4 11 20 

                                                

 

6. Conclusion 

 

The proposed work implements Component Dependency Diagram (CDD), and then applies 

slicing technique to get the slices with respect to various scenarios. The slices and execution 

probabilities of various use cases are used to estimate the complexity. The test cases are then 

prioritized according to their estimated complexity. Once the components are prioritized, the 

test cases are selected using Modified PSO technique. Test cases are selected using two 

BCPSO algorithms which are integrated with local search technique Hill Climbing (HC) to 

improve the performance. The proposed work reduce the time taken to execute the test cases. 
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